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**DML-ES — LogiCole**

**Defense Medical Logistics - Enterprise Solution — LogiCole**

LogiCole is the technical refresh of the Defense Medical Logistics Standard Support business processes in an intuitive user experience with the power of authoritative data.

LogiCole provides a range of capabilities including authoritative product catalog search (ABi), health care facilities management, shelf-life extension management, and capital equipment request and approval management. LogiCole also utilizes its interoperability with the Federal Electronic Health Record, which supports both the Defense Health Agency and the Department of Veterans Affairs, to provide management of the item and equipment masters paired with the capabilities to conduct supply replenishment and support patient safety recall processes through item and equipment association within the patient record.

Upon reaching full operating capability in November 2026, LogiCole will roll all legacy medical logistics applications into a single, web-based application and provide an enterprise view of all logistics lines of business.

---

**Key Features**

- Replaces all capabilities in legacy MEDLOG IT applications
- Integrates with electronic health record
- Enables compliance with federal regulations and industry standards
- Facilitates enterprise management of all MEDLOG lines of business

**Key Benefits**

- Provides an intuitive user interface via a single, web-enabled login
- Leverage authoritative product and sourcing data
- Fully integrates with multiple trading partners, including the Defense Logistics Agency